®

MULTI-OUTPUT RECHARGEABLE POCKET LED FLASHLIGHT

650 LUMENS

1.75 HOURS

78 METERS
MAXVISION
BEAM®

STROBE

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

PROGRAMMABLE

RECHARGEABLE

FUEL GAUGE

MICRO

DESCRIPTION
The Stiletto’s slim design allows it to be drawn and activated from
a pocket as fast as a knife. It is a rechargeable, high-output handheld
flashlight – ideal for anyone’s everyday carry kit. The primary switch on
the body activates a wide 650-lumen, medium 250-lumen or dialed-down
5-lumen beam for tasks using a MaxVision Beam® reflector. The tactical
switch activates high output only and has an optional high-frequency
strobe. Simply recharge the lithium polymer battery with any ubiquitous
MICRO-USB cable charger (included). The heavy duty pocket clip will
always keep the Stiletto® quickly accessible and secured. The Stiletto
gives you the edge when the threat of darkness looms upon you.
FEATURES
¼

High-performance LED and MaxVision Beam reflector 		
projects a wide flood beam ideal for situational awareness

¼

Primary switch activates high, medium and low light output for
a wide variety of tasks

¼

Tactical switch activates high output and an optional tactical
strobe when white light is used as a fighting tool

¼

Programming switch unlocks activation sequences to choose
between tactical and/or task illumination preferences

¼

Integrated MICRO-USB rechargeable lithium polymer battery is
environmentally friendly and reduces the cost of operation

¼

LED Fuel Gauge for tracking battery charge/discharge status

¼

Mil-Spec hard anodized aluminum head assembly is corrosion
resistant and durable

¼

Melonite® coated, spring steel pocket clip for bezel up, 		
everyday carry quick access

¼

Compact, lightweight polymer body passes IPX7 water testing
to one meter for 30 minutes

SPECIFICATIONS

STILETTO
OUTPUT

Low: 5

Med: 250

High: 650 lumens

RUNTIME

Low: 30

Med: 2

High: 1.75 hours

STROBE RATE

Tactical Switch: 9

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

1,530 candela

DISTANCE

78 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum / Polymer

FINISH

Black

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

2.8 oz (79 g)

LENGTH

4.45 in (11.3 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

0.8 in (2.03 cm)

BATTERIES

Lithium polymer rechargeable (integrated)

SWITCHING

Primary, Tactical, and Programming

LIQUID INGRESS
PROTECTION

IPX7

Emergency: 3-4 Hz

PART# / UPC
PLR-A

084871326940

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.
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PACKAGING SPECS
BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

Lithium Polymer 3.7 V

CAPACITY

ENERGY

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

950 mAh

3.5 Wh

19 g

0.192 g

TYPE

Blister Card - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

10 in (25.4 cm)

WIDTH

4 in (10.1 cm)

DEPTH

1.0 in (2.54 cm)

BODY SPECS

4.41 in

1.6 in
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